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Op-n educaticn

offer support

self -realizE

- a humanistic approach desioed

the chiilren in th ir m vc towar:

As teachers what we must do id to

accept the children and help them learn what kind of poop

they arc. As lo-11 work with them, we try to discover their

lear nin; tylos ap LtUi.1 interests and weak points

in order to help them buIld on their good raw materials

their potentialities.

Since the over!iding phIlosophy of open education is that

child n'P idiosyncrJ:ic sdeial, e odonal and intellectual

devoloplet is p,ramount it would help to consider psy-

ehblogleal principles of how children learn.

Each child learns differently and ha-T

own schedule and strategy for le

2. Children learn optimally in a rich and comple);

envir naentkhich encourages explorati

Children learn be,-, in a self directed fas.hion

and in an environment which footers their

inte action with learning materials and wi h

other people.

This presents a basic ration - for working towa ds opeii

ness,but what does descriptive or practical

te

describing a classroom or a school that is a prototype
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cf an open,. inform _2J)om lehers who

Headstart, Day Care or Centers w1t children fr a 2 to

6 will exclaim, °Well, what ''rent about that!

We have centers in oul roors. Our ildren play in

corner, the hou _epin corl-n-, the art c.nter,

the sand t:ble, We halle been prarticinc open eucation!"

Perhar- nany have

education

withou- the label, but en

re than class2oorn tructuro, thiuj,.i Lnat is

an important conponent. It is a way of thinking ab

children, abo t learning, about self, about knowledce. It

is the interTation of everything to do with the children's

develoument hysical, mental, and emo-tional, Whatever

the structure, the essential philosophy is that children

are unique, physically active individuals with learning

neecu and styles 'hich can best beinet in an environment

that is flexible characterized by mutual re pect for child-

ren and teachers1 It implies an environment in whiCh the

possibiliti s for exploration and learning about the self

anr_i the world in ever widening concentric circles, are not

only unobstructed, but facilitated by teachers who are

open to their feelings and growth as they engender thi

opennss and euriositj in children. It posits an int

tion of interests under the direction of a teacher who

recognizes and eg ends the teachable rnoment.
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There are key words and ideas that exeriipJify openn ec,c.

cl-ssroons. One key word is piny. Percy, Sut-bori-Srniih,

Tsaacs, ontcsori , and Plarl:et have writt extensively

about play and Its lole in young chUdren's live, These

early childhooc specialists realized that for the youna;

child, play is a step towards the developnent of internal-

Play, then,ized meal ings and aoti 1

for it i5 through play that children orCei and learn

about the world they li-- in. They must be allowed to

things over and over - the imit tive aspect of learnin

reauring themselves that what they have learned is true:

that pntterns do repeat themselves, that things, if not

people, are constant. The child finds this repetitive

activity pleasurable. If you flave watched a two or three

year old try to fit a toy top;ether, you have noted the

joy, the yell of delight whenIne succeeds, the returnin to

try it azain cnd again. rr,any parents and teachers regard

this

Ploy it as play and contrast it with

work. They encourage the child to occupy himself with toys

designed with specific learning goals trusting that the

rnartal is sufficient. Perhaps they are, but the oppor-

tu- ities for learning are increased when the teach- under-

stands the p_re_rts and concepts inherent in the m terial.

,,n't that cute!" but not as a learning experience.

m_thing called
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is throu iou s liii i tat ion, the trying on

roles in drad- )lay, the creative use of material

that children begin to understand the intellectual, social

and psveholor7ical tenets of the world. The teacher' s role

- not pas:ive whil

obsorv

child is at It is to

e, analyze levels of d- clopment, md relate

to% "What are the children lea nil and "What am I

_t the children?". When it is a teachable

play

moment, the teacher interacts with t e child to initiate

or extr, d learnings. If the child scorns to be "stuck",

help or support is of ered fo- continued in estigation.

They work together to develop related ideas, to integrate

tial concepts. Throughout the interaction in play,

the
aAit 431

ehildrN learning to trust 11:- curi si:y and to

the te- her as a reso

It is essenti 1 to be attentive to the fact that as child-

ren play they are learning about themselves and the people

in their world. This is the second key or recurrent theme

in openness - the affective vi.ow of education whictl is

the awareness of the self of the child and the inclusion

of feelings and responsiveness in the educational milieu.

A po,'tive sense of self and of others synergizes learning.

The adult- set the fozie that will nurture or stifle this

awareness of slf. The adul s who people hi her world

provide an answer to the chi d wondering about the world%



fe, ponsive place or is it fraught with

prohibitions and unmet need- Are the people caring and

supportive or methodical vnd thwarting? Open classrooms

are humanistic a- contrasted with many traditional class-

roc) re the product rather than the process is -tresse

the intellectual conter_ rather than the individual.

holo ical studies have posited a r lationship between

the sense or self and learning, Young children, highly

egocentric, begin with this self" as the core. The -ig-

nificant others in their lives provide a gestalt of react-

ions fro_ which Children glean a sense of °Who am I? I

exIst, I can do". This is related to evolving attitudes

towards authority and relationships within the peer group.

In the open classroom children are free to experience, to

discover, to try out the reactions of others to their behav-

ior. The caring and sense of respect and trust for children

help to build a secure sense of self at the stage when they

are most -alleable.

A strong focus a- this early childhood level is the shoring

up of the structure of the self. Many children who a_e

plagued with learning problems have not established a con-

gruence between the egocentric self and the achieving self.

Teachers must provide for success oriented experiences for

children and remove the ..tigma of failure from trial a .d

xror learning. In learning situations, whether it is
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learni to a shoe but on a coat, Aentify colors

or to count th blocks, it is a rarity to encounter

instant success. Child on need the freedom to make

mistakea without a fear of failure. It is the function

of the insightful t

help, when to provi

,her to know when to step in with

o the verbal enceuraE'ement, t e

supportive response. Ta&3should be within the achieve-

ment level -f the child for if too great a dissonance

felt, the child 7ill develop a negative self im-ge

move away from situation to avoid anxiety.

In open classrooms as children become more comfortable

with their feelings, they will be able to approach

new situations and pursue their curiosity. They will

feel less constrained, more'able to reach out to others

the teacher%) and the peer groups. This brings us to the

third key to openness - the provision for and the encour-

agement of social interaction. This is done through

ample opportunities for children to experiment with ways

of relating to their peers, aided by teacher,, who encour-

age them to learn from each other, to talk and interact

freely and to develop the skills of verbalization as

they learn to assess social situations and find workable

solu Ions.

-Socialization is integral component of the schooling

of young children and provides reality situations for
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multif ceted gr_l.h. Jon Dewey's philo-ophy was a har

binger of the learning is living living is learning

precept that is practiced. Young children function

best in the here and now for they are not sufficiently

mature to be motivated by delayed gratification. Using

the Diodality of "We learn what we live," children ar

helped to work out social interactions t' see the c

relationships of their behavior rather than to perpetuate

a reliance on adult solutions. Teachers who work with

young children cons antly deal with child-child confro-t-

tions. Children need to under tand and cope with the

consequences of individual behavior. As the children work

out cause and effect behavioral situations, they are

developing critical and creative thinkino- proces,.es, so

vital in intellectual growth. Again we see an integra-

tion of social-intellectual relationship, that is part

of the grid of openness.

Teachers can des ribe many situations where they have

responded prescriptively rather than non-dire tively.

Children need to be helped in working through logical

approaches, as witnessed in the e situations:

"If you hit Susan what do you think she will do?"

ra- her than

"We do not hit each other!"

nIf you all want turns on the swing, what should

you do?"



rather than

"Let s all talie tu

responses imply a _:-ache--child rel, ion ip char

aCttrizc by growth and respect but the teacher has to

bear in mind that the appflcatiori of th_ structure of

logic varie., iith the dev lopmental level. The teac)

and child will confro t es of sharing and aggression

the solution i- predicat d on the child ability

-eptualim! the situation. The youni, child, mired

in an egocen point of view, has to confront the point-

of view of others, A child to child clash of convictions,

with time to work it through though difficult for the

teacher to observe can offer more help to the children

n growth towards socializa-dsm than adult solutions to

the conflict. As they grow they learn to accept responsi-

bility for the rules of the games and rules of classroom

living. Children come to realize that these rules have

a direct effect on their functioning successfully and

happily.

The threads of play, growth of the self and socialization

are intertwined in the development of learning, the

fourth key vasird in open classrooms. The emphasis in o en

classroom is not on the right aswer, the right know-

ledge1 but rather on how one comes to know what one can

know. Thi- evolvesthrough c- riosity, self selection, placing
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and active exploration rich envir iment with a wide

varjety of carefully selected and. r teacher made materials.

aiven this rich environment buoyed by adult _icour --ment

and trust children can be encouraged to take a large part

in -p-,n of th ir own learning. Children in restrict-

ive settings are hi hly reliant on routine and show little

initiative with mat erials In classrooms characterized

by flexibilitynovelties and serendipities heighten aware-

ness and learning a childr@inove towards independence,

creativity and choice m king. Encouraging choice making

and decision making contributes to their learning and pro-

vid - a framework for the teacher to learn about the child-

ren and to plan when, how and whether to intervene. As

Hawkins points out in her work with deaf children in an

inner city schooll "How a child selects and uses materia

from the initial provisioning depends upon him an his

unique store of experiences. His behavior expresses his

present and developing resources and concomitantly increases

my understanding of how and what to plan with and for him."2

In conventional school settings teachers divide the day

betveen "Unstructured" play activities and teacher directed

"learning experiences". There is a behavioral and mental

schim between the two. In classrooms we have been describ-

learning and time are.viewed more openly and the child

respected as t__ active agent in self-directed learning.



Intere-t areas have always been included in classrooms

for young children but in open classrooms, these are

the warp and the voof of the development of cognition.

The areas must include a variety of materials to pro-

vide option, and springboards for lea

oppertuniti , to organize and integrat

to offer

the uso of these materials. For example, wooden planks

should be available with the blocks or cli bing bars to

extend concepts space and balance. Sand t _nes should

have measuring containers and water for the integration

of science and math. For the block corner, the toache-

in roduces a large cardboard box that could be thoug/

of as a garage, bu_ the children see it differently. In

and o tthey move, trying out different people arrange-

ment_ int rnalizincr bits and pieces of relational ideas--

inside-outside, closed-open, empty-'ull. In the water

area, meau ing cont iners loatingand sinking mater-

ials, bubble pipes and -uds will enable children to

investigate the properties of materials.

The kinds of actions ildren perform in pursuing their

interests in the classroom form the ba-is for present

and future learning and must be supported by standards

and exPectations. Children, in pursuing choices, move

within the rules of the classroom: "Three people in the

block area." "Put 1r name on the p-, in the area you

1 '2



you choose7. Children respect those routines that

arc established with them rather than handed down as

edicts. They sense when the routines, freedom and

limits facilitate or stifle their learning. Freedom

must be viewed in termr of the activity, as part of

the frame-ork of -lexibility and individuality in

the classroom. Teachers need to assess the regulations

and relax them in light of the materials and activities

that are the "stuff" of children's learning. Perhaps

a class rule is "No water in the sand table But le-

follow a child at the sand table and determine if the

learning is being stifled. The child at the sand table

brings a container of water and begins to pour it into

channels. Many geographic learnings and ecological

discoverie- can be made -- erosion, water absorption,

water flow, irrigation. The child is acting upon the

environment, providing the framework for later levels

of cognition. The small child moves to the paints and

reenacts the same experience - forming concepts at the

point of transfer. The child is knotting the world

together through these acting out experiences. In this

.context we would agree 1-A,at water at the sand table was

a vital part of the child's learning.

Learning in opening clas roo s is viewed as a conse-

quence of the interaction between the child and the

world, whether it is exemplified by an idea, a gerbil,



block or a paint brush. In t e self selection of the

activities, the child is more accutely aware of what

he Is attemting to l arn than when the teacher is the

source of all learning. Adults can identify with thi

when they drive a car but the directions and des illa-

tion are in the hands of the passeng r who is direct

ing the driver. The driver feels manipulated, not

in control of thesituation. In addition, he is n

aware f signposts, learning opportunities about st ee

d directIons as he would be if he were finding his ovrn

route.

Which brings

the fifth key

ing, aware of

of the levels

in our mapping of open education, to

- the teacher as a facilitator of learn-

knowledge inherent in materials, observan

and needs of the child, and a master of

meshing the two. Materials are a source of analogies

vital to co_ ition but they can only occur when the

child makes the connection. The teacher's role is to

carefully select the materials, to ask the right question,

to Push childreft thinking. The teacher's role is that

of educational travel aent, helping the child to a

where heAshe wants to go. As travel agents, the teacher

offers advice at the teachable moment on the best way to

get there: reads stories that will help tire childferi

understand 414a experiences, provides materia- to work



out related learni_hg, and undersco es the importan

of recording the experience through the camera, creative

_writing dictated to the teacher; bloolt constructions,

d art _edia. In other words, there".is no Impression

without expre on - the act of conceptualizing and

analyzing an active experlen-e.

Teach° - function on three levels yith children:

1. obser

2. interfere

3

The three are -fte- fused since observation permeates

all functions but -Ale fo lowing questions guide the

teacher:

1. What does the child need?

2. What does the child seem to be interested

What is the child r ady for,

4. What are the child purposes?

5. Hou doe- the child follow them?

6. What are the child question

The teacher's role is flexible in response to the observed,

verbalized, or demonstrated needs of the child. There

are times when the teacher is directive, when instruction

or information is necessary to extend the child's learning.

It is difficult to-draw this fine line of teacher response,

but Roland Barth in Open Classrooms oautionti ,nat a rule of

13



thumb might be that direct instruction is indicated

"when there is like ihood that the childts failure will

curtail exploration and those in which there is danger

to self, others or equipment.° We mLit add: or when

a pivotal qUestiQn or piece of information will enable

the child to leap ahead. Teachers are imbued with the

need to teach and as noble as this inission i2 the

teacher and the tau ht relationship is f' aught with

problems of "eagerness and egoness".

The use of questioning is a p votal art. I tead

a king, after a.=nvploring the environment experience,

"What did you see?" a k, "What happened?" In the use

of magnets, rather than "Why won't it pick up wood?"

ask, "What is the magnet doing?" These focus on the

active inv lvement of the child. The ability to pose

the trigger question, the use of the teachable moment

to extend learning, grow out of the teacher's observa-

tion of the children to determine the structure of their

learning The vital polnt is to know the children as

peorle their physical and emotional states, the way

they move, their gestures their expressions, the vital

communicative content of their non-verbal behavio

Xs a concomitant of this, and an aspect of openneso that

is a serious cause Of concern in many classrooms is the

need to keep records, for if we individualize our approach

16



with chi dren v- have to be guided by careful records.

At least once a week teachers shoulds

1.. Note anything that seems importsiit jn the

development of the child for it could

denote a sta e of learning that -che

teacher could extend.

2. Jot down salient bits of conversation.

Many clues to their needs surface in

peer dialogues or egocentric speech.

Observe and record the rhythm and patte n

of learning for each child. Some children

spend a long ti e "mucking about" and do

not settle on,an activity until they have

explored, while others move right tn to an

activity. In interacting with children, in

observing their activities, it is important

to remember that it is the depth of an

experience that children have that is vital

to their learning not the mount of time

invested in it. A few minutes of real

experience that causes something to happen

in the child is the ultimate goal of the

teacher.

The final key to openness is the environment of the

classroom which reflects the teacher as a person. The



teacher aa a total person exists in o en classrooms.

A conducive learning environment in-1 de- a sense of

order that is essential to the growth of order within

thechild, and an aesthetic milieu which ildicates to

the childre- that they are respected and cared for.

Giving and providin;T permanence, order and beauty

for children support_ an interest in learning and sets

the tone for affective and creati e growth. .

Teachers who are in a caring relatiorishp with chIldr

must be aware of their own.growth and reactions.

They .,hould constantly understand their relationships

with others, children and adults, asking, "What wa.

in the situation that tri gered my reaction?F

Growing as a professional person meax1 s taking responsi-
.

bility for being tiic right kind of person towards immature

beings. The teache: as the mo t mature person in the

room is the role model, Being a grown-up implies

being more predictable; as role models teachers help

children to learn that it is right to become a predictable

person in conjunction with the need to be flexible and

nurturant in responsiveness to others. Crucial to thi

responsiveness facilitating function of the teache- is

the enjoyment of children. Open classrOoms provide

opportunitie, for the teacher to be spontaneous with

children - to be a whole person to share a sense of

enjoymen in J-'eax'nthg to ether, interacting, sharing

- 16 -



teacher and the taught positions, to free other human

beings to be themselves' to choose to learn t rough

active=involvenent, to decide how to see how to think,

how to be.

The goal thus fr has been to encourage and enable

these chared with the education of young children to

look at another way of working -ith children, to pro-

vide a new focus for the relationship among learninr-

livin aching. The classroom should be vIeved as a

setting for the tegra+ion of creative, personal,

intellectual and phy. cal growth. In this climate the

children are the a ents of their own learning, guided

by skilled, empathic teachers clued i-to the needs,

interests, and levels of the children as well as into

their own.

There is no one effective way of functioning with

children but the pervasive question should be, vWhat

kinds of children for what kind of society? And along

with this to .ee the school as a place deslgned to help

children understand and cope with the world, to find

their places in it guided by teachers who are open to

questions . to change.

-- 17 -
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